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would make pond filling a much less arduous business, in
villages where earth has to be brought from far away.
One way of getting rid of a depression is to put a small
bank round it to keep out rain-water, and then, when it
dries up, to level it and use it as a playing-field. This has
been done very successfully at Clarkabad, a Christian
village in Lahore District, and for a village school in
Hoshiarpur District. A depression can also be divided up
into pits, sufficient earth only being dug out of each pit
to build walls and roads up to the old ground level. A
depression need not of course remain a permanent pond if
it is banked all round to keep out all water except the rain
which actually falls on the depression itself.
When the ponds are dealt with by a Co-operative
Consolidation Society, every other possible need of the
village is dealt with. The stimulus given to corporate effort
by the success of the Consolidation Society carries the people
through every kind of difficulty. Everything else is a mole-
hill to the mountain of scattered holdings, and if a co-opera-
tive society can overcome that, what cannot it do ? And
so they make a clean sweep of all their troubles and problems.
We too will take them one by one but we have not
finished with the ponds yet. Houses will still need clay
for repairs even after the new ponds have been dug and the
old depressions filled. The first thing necessary is for the
engineers to find some means of weather-proofing kachcha
walls. If the length of life of the kachcha wall can be
doubled, digging will be automatically halved. A cement
wash has been recommended as satisfactory and whitewash
followed by a sodium silicate spray is being tried out.
Bitumen has been tried, but not yet successfully. There
is obvious scope for research here, as clay-digging is one
of the biggest problems of the village. The next thing is

